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Abstract
Bare, pearl-white promise of the morning . Light, frivolous odors that weigh down the winds
Curved airy scents of day yet unbroken...
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Bare, pearl-white promise of the morning . . . 
Light, frivolous odors that weigh down the winds . . . 
Curved airy scents of day yet unbroken . . . 
Thin threads of liquid light spinning strands of color through 
the misted air . . . 
Broken, opaque bands growing irridescent, dissolving in fluid 
saffron. 
The waking world is helpless in a smoky, misty awe. 
The splendor of gold-red, full-breasted day, 
Sun-heavy trees spraying filtered patterns on the warm and satin 
earth . . . 
High winds unfurling clouds like giant plumes . . . 
Each bloom-blown bit of green is flecked with sun-gold. 
Now a full yellow haze wraps 'round the world, 
The sun sinks slowly . . . gold going down into a crater, 
Three-quarters, one-half, one-fourth, 
Red rim, 
Thinning streak-
Gone. 
Dusk fills slowly with the first great stars. 
The flowing of the night rolls heavily down in the smooth groove 
of compliance. 
The sadness of night . . . 
Futile like the soft tilling of an oar in the wild sea, 
Mute like a withering heat in the silent ripple of a summer sky, 
Strong like the force of a great tide moving without fury . . . 
Today has died in a whisper of glory. 
And now today is yesterday. 
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